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Word Smiths’ training approach
Word Smiths training workshops will give your team an instant boost in several key areas where personal
development leads to direct gains in efficiency and effectiveness.
We do not use subcontractors and all our courses are designed and presented by Jane Smith, who has many
years’ experience of developing and running courses for universities and colleges, financial institutions,
industry, government departments, local authorities, NGOs and other public sector bodies. For a list of clients
see www.word-smiths.co.uk/about/clients/.
All our training events are designed to be highly interactive, engaging and fun. Our learning approach is to
involve participants through discussion, group/individual exercises, games and examples. This means that our
workshops work best with a group of between 10 and 15 participants – although we can of course deliver the
same content in a lecture hall or as one-to-one session. Whatever the nature of the training event, we always
focus on giving the best tips and techniques for developing skills and improving performance.

Workshop design
If you want an in-house event that addresses any specific concerns
or needs, we can design a session that meets your own requirements.
We can refocus an existing course/programme, or develop something
completely new.

Our values
Four key values guide our approach to learning design and training
delivery:
1. We are all learners. Being able to put oneself in learners’ shoes
and see things from their point of view is a prerequisite of
effective learning design and delivery.
2. People are individuals. The starting point is to understand
learners and think about them as individuals, even when they
are part of a group. By building on what they already know and
working from the known to the unknown, we maximise their
opportunities for effective learning.
3. Motivation leads to improved performance. This belief
emphasises the need for regular effective feedback and positive
reinforcement. What’s also important is the fact that effective
learning is not perceived as an end in itself, but as a powerful tool
for achieving business success.
4. Learning is an active process. Although it may seem obvious,
every process and each activity in a training event or programme
must be designed so that people can learn. It’s therefore vital to get
people involved, make them think, gain their commitment and
encourage them to take responsibility for their own learning.

www.word-smiths.co.uk

Course designer / presenter
As well as
being a highly
experienced
trainer and
course designer
Jane Smith
is also an
author whose business books have
been consistently high sellers
for publishers including Hodder
Headline, Kogan Page, Pearsons
and Longmans.
She also writes articles and
features for a variety of
publications, and is the author/
co-author of a range of personal
development audio books
published by Word Smiths.
Jane Smith is a Member of the
Chartered Institute of Personnel
and Development (CIPD) and
holds a postgraduate qualification
from the Institute in managing
and delivering training.

enquiries@word-smiths.co.uk
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Speed Read Your Way to Success
“Great to find that my reading speed
increased by farfold in just a few
hours - in such an enjoyable day.”
Didn’t know I could read that fast
and retain knowledge.”

Mounting work pressures, too little time, keeping
your knowledge base up-to-date, checking out the
competition: we all have to find a way of dealing
with today’s tidal wave of information. One
highly effective solution is speed reading - a
technique that’s not just about reading fast, but about
making your whole reading process more efficient.

Is it for me?
This course is a must-have for anyone who wants to be able to deal with
vast amounts of information quickly.
You need this training if you:
yy feel overwhelmed by the amount of reading you have to do

yy find it hard to pick out the important points in your reading
yy have difficulty in concentrating when you read

yy worry that you may miss some crucial information when you read.

If you practise the skills of reading faster with good comprehension, you
will harness the huge reserve capacity of your mind – and you will be
surprised at what you can achieve.

Benefits
During this course you will learn:
yy how to browse quickly and effectively

yy three techniques for gaining a brief overview of what you are reading
yy six skills which will improve your reading speed

yy exercises to help you read faster and understand more of what you’ve
read
yy exercises for improving your eyesight and avoiding eyestrain
yy techniques for helping you to remember what you read

Programme
Start: 9.30 am

yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Welcome and introductions
What slows you down?
Your reading baseline
How the eyes work
Six techniques for reading faster
The high speed skim
Exercises for relaxing the eyes
and developing the vision

Lunch: 12.30

yy Stretching speed and
comprehension
yy Styles of reading
yy Note-taking and recall
yy A process for studying effectively
yy Tips for speed reading success
yy Recap and review
yy Planning the next steps
Close: 4.30 pm

yy how to select an appropriate reading approach
yy a process for studying more effectively.

BOOK / ENQUIRE
www.word-smiths.co.uk
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Mind Mapping for Memory and Creative Thinking
Mind Maps are powerful tools for absorbing information and
organising large volumes of facts.
The principal thought or idea is drawn in the centre, with major
branches radiating outwards. Further levels of thought, expressed in
terms of key words or images, are connected to the main branches
with thinner lines. It’s important to make your Mind Maps visual
– because colour and images are a powerful means of expressing
ideas. You’ll also include key words and associations to trigger other
thoughts, reinforce the memory and organise ideas.
Many people have found that Mind Mapping has revitalised their
whole approach to thinking and note taking. But more than that, Mind
Mapping is a tool for boosting confidence and personal growth.

Programme
Start: 9.30 am

Is it for me?
This course is for anyone who wants to realise more of their potential for
storing and recalling facts and ideas. Its aim is to help you to learn how
to improve your memory and how to use Mind Maps for thinking and
note- taking. If you continue to practice these techniques, your ability
to grasp, analyse and recall facts and ideas will greatly improve. The
learning is creative and fun. We hope you’ll enjoy it – most people do.

Benefits
During this course you will learn:
yy why so many people find it hard to think creatively and remember
effectively
yy how the mind works – and how to use this information to create
Mind Maps
yy how to read a Mind Map – identifying key features and
characteristics
yy the main laws of Mind Mapping

Welcome and introductions
Your problems and goals
What is a Mind Map?
How the mind and the memory
work
Using
associations and imaginayy
tion to construct a Mind Map
yy
yy
yy
yy

Lunch: 12.30

yy Uses and benefits of Mind
Mapping
yy Memory principles and systems
yy Using Mind Maps for improving
the memory
Transforming
written or spoken
yy
material into a Mind Map
yy Mind Mapping practice
yy Planning the next steps
Close: 4.30 pm

yy the uses and benefits of Mind Maps

yy how to use Mind Mapping for organising and recalling information
yy how to use Mind Mapping for planning and creative thinking.

www.word-smiths.co.uk

BOOK / ENQUIRE
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Managing Information Effectively with
Mind Mapping and Speed Reading
Mind Mapping and speed reading are two highly effective ways of dealing with today’s tidal
wave of information. Mind Maps are powerful tools for absorbing information and organising
large volumes of facts. Speed reading is a set of skills and approaches which will allow
you to double or even triple your current reading speed – with good comprehension.
This combination course provides an opportunity to get to grips with both of these
powerful techniques in a single day.

Programme
Start: 9.30 am

yy Introduction, goals and objectives
yy What is a Mind Map?
yy Using the brain’s associative and
imaginative powers
Mind
Mapping laws
yy
yy The principles of memory
yy Mind Maps for thinking and
remembering
yy Mind Maps for creative problem
solving
Lunch: 12.30

Your reading baseline
Barriers to effective reading
Six techniques for reading faster
The high speed skim
Styles of reading
Drills for stretching speed and
comprehension
yy A process for studying effectively
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Close: 4.30 pm

Is it for me?
This course is for administrators, team members or
managers who need tools for helping them to manage and
use large quantities of information.
The aim is to help you to read faster, understand, organise, analyse
and recall what you have read.
If you practice these skills you will harness the huge reserve capacity
of your mind – and you will be surprised at what you can achieve.

Benefits
During this course you will learn:
yy how the mind works – and how to use this information to read
faster and create Mind Maps
yy the main laws of Mind Mapping

yy the uses and benefits of Mind Maps

yy how to browse quickly and effectively

yy six skills which will improve your reading speed

yy exercises to help you read faster and understand more of what you’ve
read
yy how to select an appropriate reading approach
yy a process for studying more effectively.

BOOK / ENQUIRE
www.word-smiths.co.uk

enquiries@word-smiths.co.uk
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Making the Most of Your Memory
“Excellent workshop with
effective and surprising
results by the end of it.
Highly recommended.”

Every single thing we do or say involves
memory. Our memories make us who
we are, and the level of confidence we
have in our mental powers is central to
the way we approach life.

Many people complain of having a poor memory. But in reality everyone
has an infinite capacity to remember, if they only they knew how. In
business, a trained memory can provide you with a priceless asset. If you
learn to use it effectively, you can approach your work with confidence,
communicate successfully, organise your time and carry out every task
with purpose and creativity.
This course offers some steps you can take to make the most of your
memory. With these skills and techniques, you will be able to remember
everything that you need – names, facts, figures, lists and appointments.

Is it for me?
This course is for anyone who wants to realise more of their potential for
storing and recalling facts and ideas. Its aim is to help you to learn how
to improve your memory and how to use Mind Maps for thinking and
note-taking. If you continue to practise these techniques, your ability to
grasp, analyse and recall facts and ideas will greatly improve.
The learning is creative and fun. We hope you’ll enjoy it – most people do.

Programme
Start: 9.30 am

Welcome and introductions
Your problems and goals
A memory audit
How the mind and the memory
work
yy The memory principles
yy How to construct a Mind Map for
memory and learning
yy
yy
yy
yy

Lunch: 12.30

yy Uses and benefits of Mind
Mapping
yy Memory principles and systems
yy Tools and techniques for
remembering facts and figures
yy Memory rhythms
yy Making the most of your fantastic
memory
yy Planning the next steps
Close: 4.30 pm

Benefits
During this course you will:
yy identify the reasons why your memory fails you

yy achieve a better understanding of how your memory works

yy appreciate how you can make the most of your natural ability
yy use Mind Mapping for organisation and recall

yy learn three techniques for remembering facts and figures
yy find out how to recall names and faces

yy practise learning and recalling large quantities of information in a short time.

BOOK / ENQUIRE
www.word-smiths.co.uk

enquiries@word-smiths.co.uk
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Effective Business Writing
“I don’t need the report to know
what people felt, so many have
been talking about it over the
last few days with so many
positive comments.”
“It was good! It was fun!”

It’s not just embarrassing when
business writing is confusing,
boring and infuriating. Poor written
material also wastes valuable time,
sends inaccurate messages and
projects a negative image of both the
writer and of her or his organisation.

Programme
Start: 9.30 am

yy
yy
yy
yy

Clear, succinct and compelling reports and letters are essential to
effective communication, and being able to create them is a vital
business skill. Fortunately, effective writing is not a gift that is granted
to the elite few who happen to find it easy, but a competence that can be
learned like any other.

yy
yy
yy

The aim of this course to help you develop your skills, so that you
can convey your message clearly and concisely in writing and make a
positive impact on your reader.

yy

Welcome and introductions
Your problems and goals
You are a reader too
Consequences of sending
out poor quality written
communications
A process for writing effectively
Creating your message
Planning, writing and reviewing
written material
Practical session

Lunch: 12.30

Is it for me?
This course is primarily designed for
managers and team members who wish
to boost their writing confidence and
make sure that the documents they
write get noticed and actioned.
However, it will also be of interest to anyone who wants to communicate
their written ideas concisely and clearly.

yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Writing for readability
Writing emails and letters
Writing memos and minutes
Report writing
Practical session
Writing that means business
Planning the next steps

Close: 4.30 pm

Benefits
During this course you will learn:
yy how to recognise aspects of good writing style
yy a proven process for writing effectively

yy a technique and tips for planning and structuring any kind of document
yy the seven secrets of writing for readability

yy the most common grammatical errors – and how to avoid them
yy how to review and proofread effectively

yy five tips that will ensure your documents stand out from the crowd.
www.word-smiths.co.uk

BOOK / ENQUIRE
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Effective Report Writing
Writing reports is one of the most demanding tasks that we undertake at
work. It is both a complicated technical skill and a subtle creative activity.
The problem is that few of us have learned the essentials of this kind of
writing. The techniques that we were taught at school and university
are not always appropriate at work. Reports are not the same as essays or
dissertations; they are different kinds of documents and must be written
differently.
This one-day course sets out a step-by-step process for communicating clear messages to the people who need
to read them.

Who is it for?
This course is primarily designed for managers and team members who
wish to boost their writing confidence and know that the documents
they write will be noticed and actioned. However, it will also be of
interest to anyone who wants to communicate their written ideas
concisely and clearly.

Learning approach
We deliver this course via a highly interactive programme which
includes discussion, group/individual exercises, games and case studies.
We normally ask participants to prepare for the training by thinking of
an idea for a simple report that they can work up during the session.

Benefits
During this course you will learn how to:
yy recognise aspects of good writing style and learn from the good and
bad practices of others
yy identify the consequences of sending out poor quality writing to
clients and colleagues

Programme
Start: 9.30 am

yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

You are a reader too
What is a report?
Planning a report
Practical session
Writing your report, using plain
English

Lunch: 12.30

yy Avoiding common grammatical
errors
yy Practical session
yy Reviewing your report
yy Writing that means business
yy Action plan and evaluation
Close: 4.30 pm

yy plan and structure reports for specific purposes

yy avoid common grammatical errors in your writing

yy produce a report which achieves its purpose and makes a positive impact on the reader
yy use proof reading and review techniques to spot errors and inconsistencies in
written material.
www.word-smiths.co.uk
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Effective Minute Writing
Learn how to tackle the vital role of minute writing with skill and
confidence – and your new skills can also help to build your profile
within the organisation.

Programme
Start: 9.30 am

Minutes are vital for the success of a meeting. When a minute taker is
effective, decisions are implemented successfully, meeting members are
accountable for their actions and anyone not at the meeting is informed
about what took place. Good minutes provide evidence of what happened during meetings and form a progress check for evolving projects.
The aim of this minute writing workshop is to develop participants’
confidence in taking notes and in producing minutes that effectively
record discussions and decisions made during meetings. We will
encourage participants to see minute writing as a good opportunity to
develop their skills, enhance their confidence and develop their visibility
in the organisation.

yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Welcome and introductions
Minute taking problems
Purposes of minutes
Preparation for minute taking
The agenda

Lunch: 12.30

yy
yy
yy
yy

Note taking tools
Styles of minutes
Minute taking practice
Review

Close: 4.30 pm
This is a highly interactive programme delivered through discussion,
small group/individual exercises and case studies. During the workshop, participants will develop their skills by
recording notes from a training film with realistic meeting scenarios.

Is it for me?
This course is for anyone who has responsibility for taking notes during meetings
and writing them up in the form of minutes. This task may form a central part of
their job, or it may be something that they do infrequently.
Our intention is to help participants to understand that taking minutes can be an
opportunity to develop their skills and enhance their visibility in the organisation.

Benefits
During this course you will:

yy learn how to prepare for a meeting by working with the chair, reading relevant papers and talking to
contributors
yy find out how to record discussions and decisions made during the meeting

yy develop your confidence in producing minutes that effectively record discussions and decisions made during
meetings
yy enhance your skills in writing up the minutes in a form that satisfies both the organisation’s requirements
and the needs of those in attendance.

BOOK / ENQUIRE

www.word-smiths.co.uk
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Good Grammar for Business Writers
“Jane is very informative
and encouraging. She has a
lovely friendly manner and
explained everything.”

Stop worrying about those
embarrassing grammar
mistakes that may undermine
your credibility and
effectiveness.

Good Grammar for Business Writers will give you complete
confidence in your correct use of the English language.
Grammar is like riding a bike – you may not forget how to write,
but you can’t really remember how you learned basic grammar rules. Or you may never have been taught them
in the first place. This interesting and informative day is ideal for anyone who wants to refresh their technical
skills and make the right impact with any type of business document. Led by professional writer and editor
Jane Smith, the workshop will help participants to write clearly and concisely, without making errors that give
a poor impression and annoy readers.
This workshop includes refreshers on basic rules, and ways to ensure your writing is correct and reader-friendly
without being stilted.

Is it for me?
This workshop is for you if:
yy you want to make sure that the documents you write are clear and grammatically correct
yy you want to boost your writing confidence

yy you want to ensure your language is professional and reader-friendly

yy you struggle to remember the rules of grammar you were taught at school.

Benefits
During this course you will learn:
yy why your teachers may have given you the wrong ideas about writing
yy how to identify and avoid common grammar errors
yy the new rules of ‘open’ punctuation

yy guidelines for making an impact by choosing the correct words
yy how to construct effective sentences and paragraphs.

BOOK / ENQUIRE
www.word-smiths.co.uk

enquiries@word-smiths.co.uk
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Copyediting and Proofreading
All written work needs to be copy edited and proofread to eliminate
errors and give it a final polish. It doesn’t matter whether it’s a
business report, an academic paper, a job application or a simple
email, it is important to ensure the text is free from slip-ups and has
the best possible style and clarity for its intended readers.
There is much more involved in editing and proofreading than
correcting errors in written material – including care, judgement,
skill, knowledge and patience. These are the final and essential steps
that must be taken before a document can be considered ready for
publication.
yy Copy editing is the process of reviewing and correcting written material to improve accuracy, readability,
and fitness for its purpose
yy Proofreading ensures that it is free of error, omission, inconsistency, and repetition.

The aim is to achieve the best possible results while minimising costs and avoiding delays to publication.

Is it for me?
This course is a must-have for anyone who wants to improve their confidence in checking that their own or
another writer’s work is ready to be sent out or published.
You need this training if you sometimes feel:
yy unclear about the nature and limitations of the roles of the copy editor and proofreader
yy unsure about how to make a document look and feel more reader-friendly
yy confused about spelling, punctuation, grammar, style and usage.

Benefits
During this course you will learn:
yy why editing and proofreading are vital parts of the publication process
yy the differences and similarities between editing and proofreading
yy to identify and correct common grammar errors
yy how to use copy-editing to improve readability

yy how to use proofreading to weed out last-minute errors.

BOOK / ENQUIRE
www.word-smiths.co.uk

enquiries@word-smiths.co.uk
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Costs
Our simple cost structure for in-house / in-company
training events consists of:
yy the base course fee

yy agreed trainer’s expenses.

We can provide an all-inclusive quotation for any
workshop event, based on your location and the estimated
number of delegates.
Any workshop can be given your organisation’s specific
focus so that it meets your own particular objectives.
If you’d like to find out more, please contact us at
enquiries@word-smiths.co.uk or on 01873 857556.

About Word Smiths
yy Word Smiths is a small, independent partnership.

yy We have been providing high quality, cost-effective
training and learning programmes for a wide range of
private and public sector clients for more than 20 years.
yy We write and produce custom learning packages, we
run in-house and open workshops and we publish a
series of audio books.
yy We do not use subcontractors and all our courses are
designed and presented by Jane Smith, who has many
years’ experience of developing and running courses
for universities and colleges, financial institutions,
industry, government departments, local authorities,
NGOs and other public sector bodies.
yy This small team works in partnership with clients and
learners to respond efficiently to their requirements.
Because we are specialists, we can create bespoke incompany solutions which address any area of written
communication.

What people say about Jane’s courses
yy“Great to find that my reading speed increased
by farfold in just a few hours - in such an
enjoyable day.”
yy“Jane’s enthusiasm came across and kept my
attention throughout.”
yy“Brilliant techniques/concept. Well delivered.”
yy“Jane is very informative and encouraging. She
has a lovely friendly manner and explained
everything.”
yy“This will dramatically enhance my life.”
yy“Excellent workshop with effective and
surprising results by the end of it. Highly
recommended.”
yy“I don’t need the report to know what people
felt, so many have been talking about it
over the last few days with so many positive
comments.”
yy“Wish I had this training a long time ago.
Excellent trainer – thank you.”
yy“Excellent pace and style. Very useful
information with relevant practical exercises.”
yy“It was good! It was fun!”
yy“Really helpful – lots of techniques to practice.”
yy“Didn’t know I could read that fast and retain
knowledge.”
yy“Brilliant delivery with the day moving at the
correct pace.”

For a list of clients see www.word-smiths.co.uk/about/clients/.

BOOK / ENQUIRE
www.word-smiths.co.uk
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Word Smiths audio books

Gathering, absorbing and communicating information are essential skills in this age of information overload.
But, as work pressure increases, acquiring these skills is yet another burden. Now there’s another way – one
that makes it easy to learn. In the car, at the gym – or wherever suits you best – you can be absorbing tips and
techniques from Word Smiths’ For Success… series.

Speed Reading for Success
This finely-crafted audio book is a simple solution for anyone who needs to deal
with today’s tidal wave of information in a fast, structured way. In simple steps
that take just a few hours, this resource makes it fun to learn how to read more
effectively. Find out for yourself why this ‘little bit of genius’ has been something of
a cult hit for readers all over the world. Available from Audible.

Effective Business Writing for Success
Reports, emails, plans, minutes and presentations: business writers must write
any of these, and write them well. Effective Business Writing for Success includes
several components that will help you to create better documents: an audio CD
packed with information on business writing, a booklet summarising key points,
model documents, exercises and a bonus track on meeting minutes. This smart
package will give you the skills to make a positive impact, no matter what you are
writing. Available from Audible.

Memory and Learning for Success
This audio package is ideal for anyone who is concerned about their capacity to
remember – especially in this age of information overload. By applying these skills,
you’ll be able to constantly perform at peak levels and regularly succeed in areas
that once seemed impossible. You will gain tremendous benefits from training your
memory, no matter what your age or circumstances. Available from Audible.

Coaching and Mentoring for Success
This neat audio/online resource is a quick way for coaches and mentors to learn the
basics they need to do their jobs professionally. The package allows you to choose
how to learn. You can listen to the CDs, do the exercises, read the transcript or
study the online resources. If you want to become a more able coach/mentor, or you
want to help your team members to develop their skills, you won’t find anything
better than this ‘masterpiece of blended learning’. Available from Audible.
www.word-smiths.co.uk
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